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Abstract
We study the interaction between polarized terahertz (THz) radiation andmicro-structured large-
area graphene in transmission geometry. In order to efficiently couple the radiation into the two-
dimensionalmaterial, a lateral periodic patterning of a closed graphene sheet by intercalation doping
into stripes is chosen.We observe unequal transmittance of the radiation polarized parallel and
perpendicular to the stripes. The relative contrast, partly enhanced by Fabry–Perot oscillations reaches
20%. The effect even increases up to 50%when removing graphene stripes in analogy to awire grid
polarizer. The polarization dependence is analyzed in a large frequency range from<80GHz to 3 THz,
including the plasmon–polariton resonance. The results are in excellent agreementwith theoretical
calculations based on the electronic energy spectrumof graphene and the electrodynamics of the
patterned structure.

1. Introduction

Graphene’s remarkable electrical and optical properties [1–4]make it attractive for designing optoelectronic
devices [5, 6]. Transparent in a broad optical frequency range, with a loss of only 2.3% in the visible, graphene
can be a good conductor under doping or electrostatic gating. The tunability of its conductivity, Fermi energy
and, consequently, plasma oscillations offers a broad range of potential applications in the terahertz (THz)
spectral range [1]. In this work, we demonstrate that patterned graphene can act as a grating, producing highly
polarized THz radiation. The polarization effect is based on the coupling of the incident electromagnetic wave to
surface plasmon–polaritons (SPPs) supported by doped graphene (for review see, e.g., [5, 7]).

We opt for epitaxial graphene because it can be grown continuously and homogeneously on large areas on a
THz transparent highly resistive silicon carbide (SiC) substrate with epitaxial control, both as n-type [2] and p-
type layers [8, 9]. Lithographic patterning allows for the formation of plasmonic gratings in order to enhance the
interactionwith light. The concept of gateless patterning [10] allows intercalation doping patterns within a
closed graphene sheet, without a perturbing influence ofmetallic or electrolytic gates.We focus on patterns with
a periodicity that is substantially smaller than the free-space THzwavelength (up to three orders ofmagnitude).
Such plasmonic gratings are an important tool tomanipulate light–matter interactions [1, 11], since they allow
for thewave vectormatching between the incident electromagnetic wave and SPPs. An additional advantage of
the graphene/SiC system is that it allows for growing and even combining different graphene species in one
sample, for instance,monolayer and quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene (QFBLG) [12]. In variousmaterials,
plasmonic enhancement has yet been utilized overmore than three orders ofmagnitude in frequency, ranging
from the near infrared (telecomband, 193 THz) [13, 14] down to the THz (100–10 THz) range [15, 16].
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TheTHz and infrared response of graphene has been investigated by Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy. In contrast to our closed-sheet approach, thematerial has been cut into quasi-periodic pieces in
order to generate pronounced plasmonic effects [17–19]. The samples include a rather complex stacking of
wafer, dielectric, ionic liquid etc, such that the intrinsic response of graphene is not fully obvious. In particular,
Fabry–Perot (FP) resonances which are expected in coplanar geometries are not resolved. The observed
phenomena are particularly rich in the spectral vicinity of the SPP resonance. Simply spoken, below the SPP
resonance frequency electrons can follow the electrical field, whereas they remain stationary above this
frequency, associatedwith graphene’s high transparency.

2. Theoretical background

As afirst approximation to the problem,we note the plasma frequency of a continuous two-dimensional
conductor [20] for awavevector k
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constant of the underlyingmedium andm* denotes the effectivemass. In the particular case ofmonolayer
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are, respectively, the Fermi velocity and the interlayer coupling of bilayer graphene [21]. If graphene’s
conductivity is periodicallymodulated (in our casewe use a stripe patternwith periodicityD), then the
diffraction of the normally incident electromagnetic wave on periodicity results in the fact that the reflected and
transmittedwaves are constituted of an infinite series of spatial harmonics with in-plane vectors π=k l D2l ,
where = −∞ ∞l ( , ) is an integer. The SPP resonance frequency Ωl (corresponding to lth harmonics) is then
estimated as
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where c is the velocity of light,α denotes thefine-structure constant,ℏ is the Planck constant, εvac and εSiC are the
dielectric constants of vacuum/air and the SiC-substrate, respectively. The plasma resonance is broadened by the
momentum relaxation rate γ.We have developed a theory of the transmission near the SPP resonance employing
a full electrodynamics simulation that is an adaption of our previous publication [22] to the present case (see
section 1 of the supplementary information available at stacks.iop.org/njp/17/053045/mmedia). It entirely takes
into account the band structure of graphene and its specific characteristics (parametrized by the charge density n
and themomentum relaxation rate γ), as well as the system geometry (periodD and stripewidth d) and the SiC
substrate (thicknessH and dielectric function εSiC).

3. Experimental details

Weuse commercially available semi-insulating hexagonal SiC(0001) as a substrate for the subsequent growth of
epitaxial graphene [2]. For periodic patterningwe chose aminimum invasive technique that yields n-type and p-
type epitaxial graphene side-by-side within a continuous graphene sheet by local intercalationwhich has been
detailed in our previous publication [10]. For short, we exploit the inpenetrability of a closedMLG sheet for
hydrogen atoms at intermediate temperatures, i.e. well below the intercalation temperature ofMLG (≈850 °C
[23]).We create artificial entry paths for the hydrogen by opening the graphene sheet locally. A regular array of
voids (diameter≈200 nmand spacing 600 nm) is defined by standard electron beam lithography and oxygen
plasma etching. Apart from these voids, the graphene sheet is still intact. Subsequent hydrogen treatment at
540 °C for 90 min leads to predefined hydrogen intercalation around the graphene voids. Here, we chose to
define a stripe-like array of voids as sketched infigure 1(a).Microscopically, the hydrogen intercalation
patterning chosen here affects also the interface layer (buffer layer [2]) in betweenMLG and its substrate SiC.
Pristine, n-typeMLGwith charge carrier density n≈1013 cm−2 (displayed in blue infigure 1(a)) with buffer layer
underneath (displayed in black) aremergedwith so-calledQFBLG [8, 9] (displayed in red infigure 1(a), where
the buffer layer has been converted into a second graphene sheet with p ≈1013 cm−2). Although the system forms
a closed carbon bilayer sheet and differs only by a small amount of hydrogen, amaterials contrast is introduced,
as shown in scanning electronmicrographs (SEM) infigures 1(b)–(d). Previous experiments have shown that
the lateral contact between both graphene types behaves ohmic (i.e. linear IV characteristics) due to the absence
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of a band gap in graphene. It is certainly a nontrivial questionwhether this subtlemodulation is capable of
coupling the electrons in this two-dimensional graphene sheet to electromagnetic radiation. Using a scheme that
has been developed in [10], we patterned large-area graphene into p- and n-type stripes to define plasmonic
gratings, with a periodicityD= 5 μmandQFBLG-width d= 2.7 μmfor sample PN1. In order to define a grating
that comprises isolatedMLG stripes, the as-grownmaterial in between is removed by oxygen plasma etching.
Full conversion ofMLG- into theQFBLG-stripes is carried out by hydrogen treatment at 850 °C for 30 min.

The dependence of sample transmittance on frequency in the THz rangewasmeasured by using a
continuous-wave (CW) aswell as a pulsed THz time domain setup (TDS: time domain spectroscopy).
A n-i-pn-i-p superlattice photomixer is used as a THz sourcewith tunable frequency for theCWmeasurements
[24]. The polarized THz signal is focused onto the graphene:SiC sample using parabolicmirrors. The sample is
mounted in the center of a rotation stage.While rotating the sample, the projection of the stripes onto the THz
field is altered, resulting in an angle-dependent transmitted power, αP ( ), similar to a rotatingwire grid
polarizer. In particular, p-polarization and s-polarization can be selected, being defined as electric field
components parallel or perpendicular to the periodicity of the grid, respectively (seefigure 1(f)). From the
transmitted power, αP ( ), we extract the visibilityV of p-polarized versus s-polarized configuration,

=
−
+

=
−
+

V
P P

P P

T T

T T
, (3)

p s

p s

p s

p s

whereTi=P Pi ref is the transmission coefficient, and Pref is the transmission through the empty setup.V is a
quantity that is reliably extracted from themeasurement, as it compensates intensity drift and redundantizes
reference spectra Pref . AGolay cell detector is used for direct detection. Due to limited dynamic range at higher
frequencies, CWdatawere only taken below 1 THz at ambient conditions.

TDSmeasurements were carried out in a dry nitrogen purged environment in order to extend the frequency
range toward≈3 THz. An 800 nm (Ti:sapphire system, pulse duration 50 fs) driven large area emitter [25]was
used to generate highly polarized THz radiation. The transmitted THz-pulses were detected in the time domain

Figure 1. (a) Artist’s view of a stripe pattern of intercalation-doping within the epitaxial graphene layer on SiC. The n-typeMLG sheet
is drawn in blue, with the buffer layer (black) underneath. Local insertion of hydrogen (green) through predefined voids results in p-
typeQFBLG (red). (b)–(d) Scanning electronmicrographs depicting an alternating stripe pattern ofQFBLG andMLG (similar to
sample PN1). Substrate step edges are oriented in a different angle. (e) Artist’s view of an array of isolated stripes of QFBLG (samples
P1–P3). (f) Scanning electronmicrograph of sample P1 depicting isolated stripes ofQFBLG (light gray). In P1, step edges of the SiC
are randomly oriented. Trilayer decoration is visible in SEM, but does not contribute to the experiment.
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by the electro-optic samplingmethod. The frequency spectrum is obtained by Fourier transformation of the
main transmitted pulse only (single pass transmittivity, inset offigure 2(b), solid box) or including the first
reflection (inset offigure 2(b), dashed box). The latter is required for comparisonwithCWdata in order to take
into account FP features. The transmission setupwas similar to theCWsetup. Allmeasurements were
performed at room temperature.

4. Experimental results and discussion

4.1. Continuous-sheet graphenewith intercalation patterns
Figure 2(a) displays the visibility as a function of the frequency of sample PN1.Obviously, the visibility is
oscillatory due to FP-likemultiple reflections at the front and back side of the sample (wafer thickness
H=490 μm, εSiC ≈ 10 [26], see inset). It oscillates between≈0.01 and≈0.12 corresponding to a polarization-
dependent difference in transmission up to 20%. The visibility in themaxima decreases with increasing
frequency, which indicates the approximation to the SPP resonance. Note that higher order FP resonances,
which arise due to the presence of the SiC substrate, increase the visibility in themaxima considerably. The single
pass visibility that is extracted fromTDSdata relates to the patterned graphene sheet exclusively.

For getting closer to the resonance, we enhance the spectral region by employing TDSmeasurements. Single
pass TDS andCWmeasurements for the same sample are shown infigure 2(a)without rescaling. The two
different data setsmatch excellently. The visibility drops below zero, which indicates thatTp becomes smaller
thanTs. At higher frequencies aminimum in the visibility indicates the SPP resonance at f=2.3 ± 0.3 THz
(strictly spoken, the resonance coincides with theminimumonly in the limit of Ωl ≫ γ; as outlined in section
3.3 in the supplementary information). At this point, the THz radiation and the electron plasma are in

Figure 2. (a) Experimentally determined visibility of sample PN1 as a function of the excitation frequency as extracted fromCW-
(dark red symbols) and fromTDS-measurements (thick line). Full electrodynamics simulation of the visibility (thinner line) coincides
with the experimental CWdata. No resolvable signal is recorded from the 4H-SiC substrate prior to graphene growth (gray symbols).
In the inset the FP etalon is sketched. (b) Visibility of sample P1 as extracted from theCW- (dark red symbols) and the TDS-setup
(solid and long-dashed red lines). Again, coincidence of CWdatawith theoretical calculations (dark red line) is obtained for
γ=20 meV. The inset shows the time-domain signal recorded in TDS-measurements, where the respective timewindows have been
indicated. (c) CWdata for sampleN2 (blue symbols)match the theoretical full wave simulation for single layer graphene (blue line).
After intercalation, the resulting sample P2 (CW: dark red symbols; TDS: red line) displays aminimumat f ≈1.6 THz. Coincidence
with full wave simulation is achieved. Inset (control experiments): visibility signal from as-grown graphene samples (see text for
details). (d) Experimental data for samplesN3 (blue symbols) and P3 (CW: dark red symbols; TDS: red line). The inset shows the TDS
data up to f ≈3 THz. Aminimum in the visibility is not observedwithin themeasurement range.
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resonance:Tp reaches itsminimum (due to the fact, that SPP are p-polarizedwaves), whereasTs is essentially
unaffected.When further increasing the frequency, the visibility rises again and reaches zero at f≈ 3 THz, as
both transmission components become equal. Beyond this frequency, the sample becomes highly transparent.
Whereas a perfect polarizer would have visibility equal to unity, this device reaches visibilities of≈12%,which is
remarkably high given the very subtlematerials contrast of the closed two-layer carbon sheet.

4.2. Graphene stripe patterns
In order to enhance this effect, and to simplify the setup, we increased thematerials contrast drastically by
designing periodic graphene (QFBLG: samples P1–P3 andMLG: sampleN2,N3) stripe patterns, separated by
areaswhere the graphenewas entirely removed by oxygen-plasma etching (cffigure 1(f)). This is evenmore
similar to awire grid polarizer, butwith an atomically thinmetal. The experimental data of the visibility for
sample P1 are shown infigure 2(b), where a geometry (D=6 μm, d=3.5 μm) similar to PN1was chosen. The
CWresults show essentially the same FP-like oscillations, which are limited to frequencies below 450 GHz due
to experimental imperfections. As expected, themaximumvisibility is significantly higher than for sample PN1.
The geometric parameters aswell as the charge density p= 8.4 × 1012 cm−2 (fromHall-effect studies) are known
for sample P1.Hence, themomentum relaxation rate is the only parameter that needs to be adapted for
comparisonwith theory. For γ=20meV, a perfectmatch in the given spectral region is achieved. As the
experimental data of CWandTDS look quite different, it is instructive to consider not only the first recorded
pulse (single pass), but also the second pulse that results from signals reflected back and forth at the substrate
surfaces (inset offigure 2(b)). The result after Fourier transformation is displayed infigure 2(b) as oscillating
long-dashed line (denoted ‘TDS, sp + fp1’). Thus, the inclusion of the second pulse re-establishes the FP
oscillations that immediately connect to theCWdata. Inclusion of even larger windows (i.e. higher order round
trip pulses) in the time domain is not useful as experimental artefacts would then be included such as reflections
within the detector crystal of the TDS system.

For an investigation of the resonance, we chose larger spatial periodicities of the stripe pattern (samples P2
and P3). Figure 2(c) displays CWdata of the visibility of sample P2 (D=20 μm, d=10 μm). The effect is
qualitatively similar to P1, but with an increased amplitude inV at low frequencies–the difference in
transmission reaches 50%—and a significant decrease of the visibility toward 1 THz. The latter indicates the
proximity to the resonance, which can be seen in the single pass TDS data of this sample, displayed in the same
plot without rescaling. The two different data setsmatch excellently, and show aminimumof the visibility at
f≈1.6 THz. Coincidencewith full wave simulation is achieved for γ=11 meV in the oscillatory region (dark red
line). The dashed red line is the simulation in the single pass case. Visibilitymeasurements of a third sample, P3,
are displayed infigure 2(d). Due to the further increased length-scale of the stripe pattern (D=60 μm,
d=30 μm), the SPP resonance is expected at a lower frequencyΩ≈1 THz. Similar to amechanical oscillator, a
highermomentum relaxation rate (relative to the resonance frequency) leads to a broadening of the resonance.
Indeed, sample P3 can be considered as overdamped.

When carrying out the experimentwithwire grid-like patterns, but usingn-typeMLG insteadof p-typeQFBLG,
the data are very similar. The experimentswere carried out on the very same samples,which are labeledN2andN3
before intercalation, andP2 andP3 after intercalation, respectively. Figures 2(c) and (d) display the comparisonof
these data in a joint plot. It becomesobvious that the quasi-freestanding p-typematerial displays significantly larger
visibilities.We assign this difference to the higher charge carriermobility of the quasi-freestanding bilayer graphene
at room temperature [9, 27]. The ratio of themomentumrelaxation rates (26meV / 11meV=2.36) agreeswith the
respective ratio obtained from the dcHallmobilities for single layer graphene [9, 28].

4.3.Other quasi-periodic patterns
It should be emphasized that other quasi-periodic patterns exist on anymacroscopic SiC chip due to step edges
of the SiC substrate. Theymay be randomly oriented (approximately on-axis wafer cut, with aflower-like step
edge pattern) or quasi-periodic due to intentional wafermiscut.We nowquantify their influence. First, we
investigate a SiC chipwithout any graphene. TheCWmeasurement results in no resolvable visibility (cf
figure 2(a)). In a next step, graphene is grown by thermal decomposition. In addition to the substrate steps,
additional layer growth along the step edges is observed, which results in a quasi-periodic pattern. Depending on
the homogeneity of the graphene layer on samples with aligned step edges themeasured visibility varies
significantly. Thefindings range fromno resolvable visibility for a homogeneous coveragewith graphene (inset
infigure 2(c): blue symbols) up to a visibility of 25% for aligned, 2–3 μmspaced step edges decoratedwith a
multitude of grapheneflavors (red symbols). FromSEManalysis we know that the graphene layer for the
samples P2/P3 andN2/N3was grown very homogeneously (little step edge decoration). As this periodicity can
be rotated by a defined angle with respect to the lithographically induced pattern, its effect can be singled out by
regarding the full angular dependence of the transmission. Further, we characterized samples, which have no
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quasi-periodic substrate-patterns but rather spatially randomized step-edges overgrownwith graphene (on-axis
sample). These samples showno detectable visibility. All these experiments confirm that the effect reported
above on samples P1–P3 andN2–N3 is due to the lithographically defined pattern and only to aminor extent
due to quasi-periodic sample features. The case ismore complicated for the PN sample, as the fabrication
process for the periodic intercalation stripe pattern creates a periodic array of voids (cf figure 1(b)).We
quantified the effect of the void array on the visibility prior to intercalation, i.e. in a homogeneous n-type
graphene sheet. It turns out that the signal induced by the void pattern is negligible.

4.4. Theoretical description of intercalation patterned graphene
The details of our theoreticalmodel are presented in sections 1 and 2 in the supplementary information,
including the description of the scattering problemusing a transfermatrix formalism, and the derivation of the
optical conductivity for bilayer graphene. The calculations yield reflectance and transmittance spectra for two
polarizations of the incident radiation (an example is shown infigure 3), fromwhich the theoretical visibility
spectra presented infigure 2 for samples P1, P2 andN2were obtained. It is clear, that the coupling of the p-
polarized incident electromagnetic wave to surface plasmons yields a pronouncedminimumof the
transmittance (left panel infigure 3), while there is no such a coupling for s-polarizedwaves (right panel in
figure 3). A discussion of the SPP resonances that determine the difference between the p- and s-polarized
spectra can also be found in section 1 in the supplementary information.

After having demonstrated that samples P1–P3 andN2behave like awire-grid polarizer (with insulating
regions in between) and can qualitatively and quantitatively be described by the full wave simulation, we return
to the PN sample. It is different, because it provides only one closed conducting sheet composed of two different
materials. For the simulationwe assumed a stripe-like periodic pattern of alternating n- and p-doped regions
and employed themomentum relaxation rates (γ = 11p meV, γ = 26n meV) derived fromP2 andN2 as input

parameters for the calculation. The result is displayed infigure 2(a) as solid oscillating line, together with the
experimental data already discussed above.We achieve an excellentmatchwith theCWdata. This finding
implies that the p–n junction in graphene (having no band gap) has little relevance to the observed phenomena.
The response of the structure is determined by the conductivity contrast within the structure’s period.

5. Conclusions

Wehave demonstrated several possibilities to control the THz transmission through an epitaxial graphene layer
by purposeful, periodic patterning. It is remarkable that graphene, despite it is atomically thin and almost fully
transparent in the visible, can reduce the transmission by 50%when stripes are patterned in analogy to awire
grid polarizer in the case of epitaxial graphene.When employing only a very subtlematerials contrast by periodic
intercalation of hydrogen, even a graphene sheet that covers the full area can reach a reduction of transmission as
large as 20%.We achieve excellent, qualitative and quantitative agreement with theory based on the electronic
energy spectrumof the graphene and electrodynamics of the periodically patterned structure. By appropriate
design of the periodic pattern, the transition fromametallic dc behavior to the optical regime can be studied in
the THz regime, giving access to the plasmon–polariton resonance.

Figure 3.Calculated reflectance (red lines) and transmittance (green line) versus frequencyω for array of bilayer graphene stripes with
parameters = × −p 8.4 10 cm12 2, γ=2.6 meV, μ=d 3.5 m, μ=D 6 m, deposited on top of SiC substrate (εSiC = 10)with thickness
H= 375 μmand surrounded by vacuum/air with εvac = 1. Left and right panels correspond to p- and s-polarizations, respectively In left
panel dashed blue line corresponds to the transmission, obtained from the three-harmonic approximation (equation (5) in the
supplementary information) for the same parameters.
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